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What are you hoping to get out 
of this series?



MOORE, S .  & WATSON, L .  PR-ALL-GRAMMING- SESS ION 1,  2012

The Rationale



The evolution of inclusion

exclusion segregation integration inclusion teaching
to diversity

How do we move?



The End of Average!



Teaching to a range of diversity?
¤ Who are we teaching and what is their range? (the pilots and their 

dimensions)

¤ What is the curriculum that we teaching? (designing the plane)

¤ How does the curriculum represent the range of our learners? (designing 
the adjustments)

¤ How are we giving students the agency to make the adjustments they 
need to be successful? (teaching the pilots make the adjustments they 
need to fly the plane)



Class Profile 

Interests

Classroom Strengths Classroom Stretches

Individual Concerns

Class Review Recording Form

(Brownlie & King, 2000)

Class wide supports/structures Class wide competencies

Medical Language Learning Socio-Emotional Other



Class Profile
Matt Grey – Math 9 

Interests: friends, each other, grades are a motivator, movies, comics 

Classroom Strengths

- social, funny, aware of their needs, move

- They want to do well

-

Classroom Stretches

- Building more strategies to SRL

- Balancing social and productivity/ learning

- Managing the use of supports and space

- Being responsible and self aware to support self and others

- Attention 

Individual Considerations

Class Review Recording Form

(Brownlie & King, 2000)

Class wide supports/structures
- Flexible seating, choice of representing learning, 
hands on learning, assessment connected to curricular 
competencies, multiple intelligence structures/ 
supports, time to work together, growth mindset, 

Class wide competencies
- Communication (strength)
- Personal awareness & responsibility
- Creative thinking

Medical Language Learning Socio-Emotional
CH (withdrawn)

Self Regulation
KL (movement)
IH, TK, BM 
(handing in things)



CLASS PROFILE 

Interests: -socializing, sports, performing arts (dance and drama), facebook, reading

Classroom Strengths
-attentive
-good listeners
-ask for help
-like real-life examples/applications
-visual, hands-on learners
-good with text features
-positive towards each other

Classroom Stretches
-generating their own strategies
-determining importance
-discussion
-self-monitoring
-accessing prior knowledge

Individual Concerns

Goals
-Making connections
-Determining Importance
-Applying their learning across the curriculum
-Help students develop planning and self-monitoring strategies
-Be able to write a persuasive piece using research skills

Decisions
-Before, during, after lesson structure
-Targeted, extended strategy instruction
-Multimodal representation opportunities 
(differentiation)
-Planning activities, metacognitive steps in lessons

Medical
Nate: (ADHD)- difficulty 
with staying focused

Language
Peter - ESL 2
Cory , Doug & Allie  ESL 3
- 6 other students  ESL 4 and 
5.

Learning
Nate, Jason, Lars- frontload, 
key ideas, adapt outcomes, 
reduce workload, 
Nate: Alphasmart

Socio-Emotional
Nate:  tunes out, seeks 
attention, few friends

Challenge
Izzy, Keisha,
Brittney, Glen
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Who 
am I?
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What are some 
things that I am good 

at or interested in?
- sleeping, making 
eggs, telling stories, 
curricular planning, 
including students 
who are hard to get 
to, I am interested in 
curriculum, 
assessment, 
education

What is an interesting 
thing that not a lot of 
people know about 

me?

- I once ran a 
marathon as a blue 
dinosaur, I didn't have 
a cavity until I was 25, I 
just got married, My 
first job was in the 
Bronx, NY, My mom 
lives 2 blocks away 
from me

What are some 
words I would use to 
describe myself to 

others?

- teacher, student, 
researcher, 
storyteller, presenter, 
wife, aunt, daughter, 
funny, hard worker, 
positive

Who am I? Shelley Moore
What are some ways 

that I contribute to 
this learning 
community?

- Make people 
laugh, I have seen a 
lot of different ways 
that inclusion can 
work and can share 
what I have seen, I 
read a lot of books 
about inclusion

What is something that 
I need (Shelley) to 
know about me?

- I have a learning 
disability and have a 
hard time writing and 
remembering things, I 
am also really busy this 
week and so cannot 
do a lot of work when I 
get home from the 
institute

What am I hoping to 
get out of this week 
or what do I want to 
learn more about?

- Connect with other 
like minds, work 
together to make 
change, get revved 
up for the new 
school year, learn 
more about BC 
curriculum

What is a question/ 
tension I have about 
inclusive education?
- My question about 
inclusive education is 
what is working? 
What are people 
already doing out 
there and how can 
we share our 
successes at a larger 
scale 

What will I need to be 
successful this week? 
What is the best ways 
for me to show what I 

know to others?

- The best way for me 
to share my learning is 
through talking and 
using metaphors, I 
need breaks and time 
to talk, and snacks, I 
also NEED visuals

What is a question/ tension I have about BCs Renewed Curriculum?
- A question I have about the curriculum is, what supports/ resources can we add to it so that planning using 
the curriculum to reach a diversity of learners is easier for teachers, so that we are not recreating the wheel, 
but can still be responsive to our diverse learners

THIS IS ME!
2018 Summer Institute for Inclusive Learning Shelley Moore, 2018



Teaching to a range of diversity?

¤ Who are we teaching and what is their range? (the pilots)

¤ What is the curriculum that we teaching? (the plane)

¤ How does the curriculum represent the range of our learners? (the 
adjustments)

¤ How are we giving students the agency to make the adjustments 
they need to be successful? (teaching the pilots to fly the plane)



Who are our pilots!?

WHO 
are we?

RTI

Response to Instruction



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens:

Inclusion Planning Workshop Shelley 
Moore 2017

Who needs 
the most 
support?

Who need the 
most 

challenge?



Lens: Grade 9 – Social Studies
Teacher: Bryce Miller

Regular Outcomes

Tyler, Montana, Karissa, Courtney, 
Jennifer, Mona, Kaaljeet, Summer,

Amit, Zafar, Turner, Karm, Colin,
Sarah, Ryan, Brian, Cynthia

Philip, Shaun
Tudor, Alexa, 

Paris, Talha

Rahul
Niccole

Modified Schmodifed. Shelley Moore, 2012

EA: Sharon Hovbrender
Resource Teacher: Shelley Moore
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Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens: Math 10 

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

Rocky
Keelor

Keisha

Jordyn
Jamie
Johnny 

Sarah
Michael
Raven
Colten

Rae Josh H. Adam K.

Kaitlyn Blake Jared Josh N. Nick C.

Reece
Joel Kyle

Isaiah



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens: PE 6

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

-Annie
- Kaen
- Laural

- Danielle     - Kory - Anna
- - Ryan S. - Brian B.     - Josh 
- Riley - Kyle - Tomas

- - Kristen - Sara
- Donny - Denby - Sheldon -

Keaston
- Lauryn - Emily - Kayden - Sem
- Lucas



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle: Kindergarten
Lens: Shape & Space/Creative thinking

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

Jade

Jade

Site Caden Breann
Rache Annabel Johnathan

Ethan
Kendra Alyssa

Eric Z
Joanna Monica

Alexandria

Kendra Alyssa
Eric

Monica
Alexandria

Sara  Jennilyn
Aiden Breanna
Kim Kayl Kelly    

Nadia Aida Sam 
Maria Megan  Jackson

Site Caden
Breann

Rache Annabel 
Johnathan Ethan

Breanna
Kim

Sara  Jennilyn
Aiden    

Kim Kayl Kelly    
Nadia Aida Sam 

Maria Megan  Jackson



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens:



RTI Triangle
Grade/Course/Subject 
(place)

French Grade 8

Lens 1:  French

Lens 2: Personal 
Awareness & 
Responsibility

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Students who need 
the most support

Students who 
need the most 
challenge

Curricular Competency

*N.W. (Q)

A.F. (G)

J.A. (D)

T.V. R.F. J.A

*F.C (K) Q.D

J.G.    K.M (H)

J.N.

M.M. J.P. K.W R.C

D.K. E.L. A.S. P.S

A.B R.G. T.G

N.W.

A.F.

J.G.   J.N.

R.F. T.V. J.A

K.M J.A
D.K. F.C.
R.C. Q.D
A.B. J.P

M.M E.L. D.H.

P.S. T.G. R.G.

L.G. A.S. K.W



Literacy Numeracy

Behaviour Social Emotional



Teaching to a range of diversity?

¤ Who are we teaching and what is their range? (the pilots)

¤ What is the curriculum that we teaching? (the plane)

¤ How does the curriculum represent the range of our learners? (the 
adjustments)

¤ How are we giving students the agency to make the adjustments 
they need to be successful? (teaching the pilots to fly the plane)



Activity/Task 

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Activity

Activity

Activity

Forward Design

Same for Everyone

Same for Everyone

Differentiated

DifferentiatedBackward Design

2018 Summer Institute for Inclusive Learning Shelley Moore, 2018

McTigue, 2010



¤Backwards Design
¤Content
¤What do we need to know?

¤Curricular Process
¤What do we need to do?

Choosing Unit Goals…



Choosing Unit Goals…



¤Backwards Design
¤Big Idea

¤What do we need to understand?
¤Content
¤What do we need to know?

¤Curricular Competencies
¤What do we need to do?

¤Core Competencies
¤Who do we need to become?

Choosing Unit Goals



Choosing Unit Goals…



Choosing core competency goals

Social
Communication

Social Responsibility

Intellectual

Creative thinking

Critical thinking

Personal
Personal Awareness 

& Responsibility

Personal Identity & Culture

Place



How to Build a curricular “Plane”

¤Backwards Design
1.Choose a grade and topic
2.Choose big idea
3.Choose goals for unit

1.Content goals
2.Curricular competency goals
3.Core competency goals



Flip Book



BIG IDEA

Content

Curricular 
Competencies

Core 
Competencies
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Context
(Teacher & Student interests 
decide what kids need to 

understand)

Scope & Sequence
(Society/department 

decides what kids need 
to know)

Responsive
(Teacher decides what 
their class needs to do)

Responsive
(Kids decide what they/ 

their class need to 
become)

Shelley Moore, 2107



Grade: Subject Area: Planning Team:

Big Idea Unit Guiding question:

Content Goal

Curricular 
Competency Goal

Curricular 
Competency Goal

Curricular 
Competency Goal

Core Competency 
Goal

The Curricular Plane



Grade: 4/5 Subject Area: English 
Language Arts

Planning Team:

Big Idea: Language and text can be a 
source of creativity and joy

Unit Guiding question: What are stories? How 
can we use language to be creative through 
story?

Content Goal I know literary elements in story/ text

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can create text

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can use language in creative and playful ways

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can communicate using sentences and paragraphs
I can use conventions

Core Competency 
Goal: Social 
Responsibility

I can be socially responsible

Backwards Design: The Plane



Grade: 7 Subject Area: SS Planning Team: A.D. Rundle

Big Idea: Geographic conditions
shaped the emergence of civilization

Unit Guiding question: What 
geographic conditions shaped the 
emergence of civilizations?

Content Goal I know how humans respond to particular geographic 
challenges & opportunities including climate, landforms and 
natural resources

Curricular 
Competency 
Goal

I can determine which causes most influenced particular 
decisions, actions or events and assess their short term & 
long term consequences 

Curricular 
Competency 
Goal

I can assess the significance of people, places, events or 
developments at particular times and places

Curricular 
Competency 
Goal

I can identify what the creators of accounts, narratives, 
maps or texts have determined is significant

Backwards Design
What are we teaching?



Grade:9 Subject Area: English Planning Team:

Big Idea: Exploring stories and 
other texts helps us understand ourselves and 
make connections to others and to the 
world.

Unit Guiding question: What is oral 
language? How can I use oral language to 
help me understand and connect to myself? 
How can I use oral language to help others 
to understand and connect to me?

Content Goal I know oral language features and strategies

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can construct meaningful personal connections between self, text, 
and world

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can apply appropriate strategies to comprehend written, 
oral, texts, guide inquiry, and extend thinking

Curricular 
Competency Goal

I can assess and refine texts to improve their clarity, effectiveness, 
and impact according to purpose, audience, and message

Core Competency 
Goal: Personal 
awareness & 
responsibility

I can persevere through a challenge task



Grade: 2/3 Subject Area: Planning Team:

Big Idea: ADST, Science, Art, Language Arts 
(output)
- play, curiosity, forces, influence movement, 
creative expression, risk taking, language & joy

Unit Guiding question: Who are our monsters? How 
many ways can we catch a monster?

Content Goal - Art I know expectations to use materials 
safely

Content Goal: Science I know types of forces

Content Goal: Language arts I know elements of a story

Curricular Competency Goal: ADST I can make a monster trap

Curricular Competency Goal:
Science

I can plan and test my monster trap

Curricular Competency Goal: Art I can explore and create using art 
processes and materials

Curricular Competency Goal: LA I can create a story for an audience



Grade: 8 Subject Area: 
French

Planning Team:

Big Idea: We can express ourselves and 
talk about the world around us in 
French

Unit Guiding question: How is Canadian
culture similar/ different to 
Francophone cultures around the 
world?

Content Goal: I know French culture

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can Identify & Share info

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can Describe similarities & differences

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can Exchange ideas & information orally & in 
writing



Grade: 8 Subject Area: 
Math

Planning Team:

Big Idea: The relationship between 
surface area and volume of 3D objects
can be used to describe, measure, and 
compare spatial relationships.

Unit Guiding question: What is 
Pythagorean Theory and how does 
Pythagorean Theory connect, relate, 
describe and measure, lines and 
shapes in our world? 

Content Goal: I know Pythagorean Theorem
Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can reasoning and analyze

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can understand and solve

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can communicate and represent

Curricular Competency 
Goal

I can connecting and reflecting

Core Competency: 
personal awareness & 
responsibly

I can become self regulated



BIG IDEA

Content

Curricular 
Competencies

Core 
Competencies

Te
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Context
(Teacher & Student interests 
decide what kids need to 

understand)

Scope & Sequence
(Society/department 

decides what kids need 
to know)

Responsive
(Teacher decides what 
their class needs to do)

Responsive
(Kids decide what they/ 

their class need to 
become)

Shelley Moore, 2107





Your job (45 minutes + break, Groups of 

4):

You NEED to: choose a grade/subject area

You MUST: choose a big idea & turn it into a 

question

You CAN: choose 1 or 2 content goals

You COULD: choose 3 – 5 curricular competency 

Processing Activity: 
Building a Backwards Design 
plan

Start here

G
O

 as far as you can…

2018 Summer Institute for Inclusive Learning Shelley Moore, 2018



You can: 
- Choose area of interest (or relevance)
- Use technology
- Use paper or digital templates
- Take a break if you need (stretch, get water, 

stand, walk)
- Choose where to work (here, in a quieter 

place)
- Work on one document
- Eat snacks

Processing Activity: 
Building a Backwards Design 
Plan

2018 Summer Institute for Inclusive Learning Shelley Moore, 2018



Assessment!



Teaching & Assessing

Reading
(words)Understanding
Information

(text)

Writing
(words)Communicating
Information

(text)

oral language oral language



How do students show what 
they know?

Communicating 
Information 

(Text)

Oral language

Observation
Product

Conversation



Evidence & Grading

¤How do we keep track of progress?





Biology 11 Content Curricular Competencies

I know speciation that 
occurs within our forest

I can experience and 
interpret the local 
environment 

I can Seek and analyze 
patterns, trends, and 
connections in data, 
including describing 
relationships between 
variables, performing 
calculations, and 
identifying 
inconsistencies 

I can Construct, analyze, 
and interpret graphs, 
models, and/or 
diagrams 

C- C+ B A C C+ B A C C+ B A C C+ B A
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Science 9 Content Curricular Competencies

Student
I know the effects of 

solar radiation

I can show
intellectual curiosity

I can make 
observations

I can hypothesize
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Science 9 Content Curricular Competencies
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Student ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 40 50%

C -

Student ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 60 75%

B

Student ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 50 63%

C

Student ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 72 90%
A

Student ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 66 83%
B



Practice Activities/AKA Homework

Until we meet again… Feb. 5/6?

Everyone
- Share with a colleague something about the renewed 

curriculum that is different from the previous
- Complete one backwards design plan for tomorrow

Some of you
- Work on an activity that you are interested in that you didn't 

get to today
- Practice turning BIG IDEAs into guiding questions
- Create a couple backwards design unit examples to share 

with your colleagues who are interested in trying it out

Few of you
- Extend your thinking by reading more about a topic you found 

interesting
- Links on the blog www.blogsomemoore.com

2018 Summer Institute for Inclusive Learning Shelley Moore, 2018



www.blogsomemoore.com

@tweetsomemoore


